
Pandemic Advisory Group (PAG) Meeting 12/12/2021 (approved)

Attending: Pr. Katie Chullino, Matt James, Jenny Kelley, Carolyn Buck-Gengler, Dave Hooley, Fr. Teri
Harroun. Absent: Laura Davis
Opening prayer from Pr. Katie.

Here are the links to the Boulder County data pages and the CDC data pages:
https://www.bouldercounty.org/families/disease/covid-19-information/indoor-mask-order/
https://www.bouldercounty.org/families/disease/covid-19-information/boulder-county-status/
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#county-view

Our current guidelines for worship and groups do not need to be amended or changed at this time. We
are still watching for more information on the Omicron variant, but for now, the main problem in our area
is still the Delta variant. The links for the current worship and group guidelines are on the BLC website:
https://bethlehem-lutheran.net/covid-19-news-and-plans/.

We would like to put in an update to council and communications for December:

PAG December Update
Our community COVID19 data is still very bad—data for Colorado and specifically for Boulder, Larimer,
and Weld counties are still not good. The effect of holiday travel for Thanksgiving is likely just now
showing up in the data. Cases, hospitalizations and test positivity are all still high and put us in the high
risk category.
It has now been proven that the major factors in the spread of COVID19 are vaccination status,
ventilation, wearing face masks, and being socially distanced. Bethlehem has continued to address
each of these with the goal of being able to remain open for worship and small groups. Bethlehem
strongly encourages all members who are eligible to get vaccinated and boostered; ionization units
have been installed in the HVAC systems for the entire building; we continue to follow the face mask
recommendations; and we have social distancing in place. In addition, our worship leaders, who are
unmasked at times during the service, are all vaccinated and have special distance requirements.
Also, the PAG is learning about the Vaccine Verification Program to see how that might work with our
services. Please give feedback to pag@bethlehem-lutheran.net if you have some input on this program
(https://www.bouldercounty.org/families/disease/covid-19-information/vaccine-verified-facilities/).

We also discussed:

● Potential for applying  to be a Verified Vaccinated Facility. Would this work for one of our two
services? Is this something our congregation is comfortable with? This needs some
congregational discussion since it requires verification of vaccination at each gathering and that
may seem invasive to some members. Are there any other Boulder County churches that have
done that? It does not look like this is the case; only a couple have used it for specific events,
not services. How would we verify the percent vaccinated at each service? One suggestion is to
tie in the online option for those who are not vaccinated. Should we consider special events?
Could we implement as a whole new service just for this? The PAG will continue to look into this
and consider the option for the future.
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● We now know more information about COVID19 disease and how it spreads and should be
more public on the importance of vaccinations/boosters and the appropriate measures to keep
BLC open. We need to be clearer about the vaccinations/boosters, the ionization units, following
mask requirements, and using distancing. We should also share that worship leaders are held to
a higher standard by being fully vaccinated and use of special distancing and microphones that
eliminate the need to project voices. (See the crafted statement for communications.)

● Rapid Covid19 testing for worship leaders who travel and for staff who, in the course of their
duties, are around patients, etc.: Can we consider the use of the Rapid Covid19 Test kits? Are
they available? What are the reporting requirements? Can we use the state program? Is there
more information from the Boulder Community Network? Here is a link for testing kits from the
state: https://covid19.colorado.gov/covid-19-testing-at-home. PAG will investigate some more
and look into the costs.

● Sign-in for worship leaders: should we ask our worship leaders to sign-in on a sheet with the
usual disclaimers as a formal reminder about travel, etc.? Issue: by the nature of their job,
pastors go into more at-risk situations (weddings, funerals, hospital visits, etc.)

● Plan in place now for notifying the congregation of a possible exposure: There is resistance to
using a sign-in sheet for regular services—ushers and greeters will not monitor. The plan in
place now is for the contagious person to contact the church office, and a congregational email
will be sent to all members. In addition, persons who had close contact with the person will be
contacted by phone through the Neighborhood Group care teams.

● Between service disinfection is going well—there are plenty of volunteers. The time after misting
for someone to re-enter the sanctuary for the next service set-up is approximately 20 minutes.
For the Christmas Eve services, the narthex will need to be cleared promptly to enable the
misting to occur for the next service. This will also encourage attendees to leave the narthex
and cut down on non-distance congregating after services.

● Seating for Christmas Eve services: There is a sign-up for ~75; the 6:00 pm service is almost
full; the other two services are not close to full yet. The seating plan is: larger groups will be
directed to one area and small groups to another area; quilts will designate the spaces. The
chairs in the front of the sanctuary will be moved to the narthex for extra space.

● Communication issues: How does information get put into weekly email? Can we make all
related to COVID19 more concise and keep it up to date in all our communication tools? We can
make suggestions to the communications committee regarding: the length and formatting of the
emails; the content and how to link email and website; which communication channel is that
content targeting; is everyone getting the same information—whether by email, verbal
announcements, bulletin announcements, on Facebook, and/or website. Matt and Jenny will
follow up with the communications committee.

● By email discussion: there is some discussion about the myColorado app (available on the App
Store). At the very least, someone can have both their driver’s license (or state ID) AND their
covid vaccination status on this app. If we are asking people for vaccination status, this app
would be an easy way for people to show it, and we could let folks know about it as a public
service. Here’s the instructions for getting myColorado:
https://mycolorado.state.co.us/myvaccine-record,and a FAQ page about it:
https://mycolorado.state.co.us/faqs. Some folks have had some glitches with it. This link talks
about some of the problems with myColorado and how to fix:

https://www.cpr.org/2021/11/26/why-the-mycolorado-vaccine-app-is-kind-of-broken-and-how-to-fix-it/
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